Installation Guidelines
LL-TK / LL-WAL

Life-Line Contour Shower Seats
Teak and Walnut Wood 18” and 26” Stainless Steel Folding Shower Seats

Installation Guidelines
ČČ Contour seats require in-wall backing between wall studs.
ČČ The 18” Contour seat mounts at 16” on center, so this model can be attached directly to wall studs
that are 16” on center.
ČČ The 26” Contour seat will require additional in-wall wood backing.
ČČ The rear wooden slats on the Contour seats can be removed in order to clean the back wall when
necessary.

Installation Instructions
1.

2.

Pre-Installation Setup:
A.

Place a drop cloth, plastic sheet, or other material down beneath the area where the seat will
be installed.

B.

Remove the rear slats and place the seat on the wall in the desired location. Be sure that the
seat is level.

C.

With a pencil, mark the mounting holes. Remove the seat from the wall. If drilling into tile,
mark the mounting holes with a center punch.

Installing the Contour Seat:
A.
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Drill the mounting holes with a ceramic or masonry drill bit.
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B.

Place the seat against the wall aligned with the holes and attach with the provided stainless
steel mounting screws.

C.

After the seat is attached, double check that it is level. Additionally, make sure that the two
mounting arms are parallel to each other and not flared in or out. Parallel mounting arms
will allow the rear slats to be put back into place. (These slats can be removed later for easy
cleaning of the wall).

D.

Replace the rear wooden slats.

Safety Caution
ČČ It is important that you give serious consideration as to the location of your Contour Shower Seat.
Due to variances in local building codes and requirements, the installation instructions provided
below are ONLY suggestions.
ČČ We recommend seeking advice from a healthare professional and/or a qualified contractor before
beginning installation.
ČČ This seat is intended for sitting purposes ONLY. ONE PERSON at a time.

ČČ The seat is designed to withstand 500 Lbs. when properly installed. Improper installation can
cause bodily harm.
ČČ Discontinue use of the seat if visual signs of fatigue or wear become evident. Regular inspections
should be made to confirm that the seat isn’t pulling away from the wall. IMMEDIATELY discontinue
use and call a qualified contractor if this starts to happen.
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